
"As a Doctor and a diabetic, I am prone to and see lots of 
patients with foot problems...and in my 30 years of practice, I 
have never seen anything that works as well or as fast as the 
Light Boot! 
    Light Therapy is the medicine of the future."  Dr. T.T.

"As a Massage Therapist  and NeuroMuscular Instructor...I love 
the convenience of being able to cover the entire spine with 
Pulsed Light in one easy, effortless session...relaxing the spine is 
key to my work."  B.McC., LMT

"I suffered from plantar fasciatis for three months before trying 
the Light Boot.  Now the deep pain has subsided and I feel like 
I'm  walking on air.  As a Reflexologist, I can use the Light Boot 
to saturate every pressure or reflex point with light at one time.  
Reflexology can stimulate every organ, gland, nerve and muscle 
of the body...when I use the Light Boot, I am enlightening every 
point at once...I love my Light Boot ! "  K. W., LMT  

"By the end of every day--I have tired feet.  They hurt  and are 
frequently very swollen.  I use my Light Boot for 30 minutes on 
each foot at the end of the day...and the pain and swelling seem 
to melt away!”   C.P. 

The Light Boot is priced at 
$1,199 retail.  

Now There's Real Help For Sore Tired Feet...And More

In the Jan/Feb, 2004 article titled "Therapeutic Light" in Rehab Management Magazine, Dr. Chukuka. Enwemeka, PT, PhD, 
FACSM, tells us that...Pulsating L.E.D. light products help to:

Reduce Swelling, Increase Circulation, and Alleviate Pain.

For folks who feel the stresses of the day--in their feet after just a few hours--or who have  sore tired feet by the end of the 
day...The Light Boot could be the best natural solution for the problem!

The Podiatric Boot innersole is made of neopreme  with 142 red and infrared L.E.D.'s interwoven into the entire body. This 
Boot emits wavelengths of light in the visible range of 630-670 nanometers (red) and 830-904 nanometers (infrared). The 
Micro Controller pulsates through 7 different frequencies, allowing a few minutes of pulsing at each speed before 
automatically changing to the next higher speed.  You also have the ability to set the pulsing at one continuous speed. These 
7 frequencies, first designated by Paul Nogier, MD, (Lyon, France) were based on the Equal Treatment Scale and include 1/F 
73 Hz, 2/G 146Hz, 3/A 293 Hz, 4/B 587 Hz, 5/C 1174 Hz, 6/D 2349 Hz, and 7/E 4698 Hz.

To our knowledge, no other product can provide such quick relief--and such happy feet!

Plus--you can even take the Light Sole out of the boot and wrap it around your arm, your shoulder, your leg...or even lay it on 
your spine--to help relieve the tired aching muscles on any part of your body!

The Light Boot
with 142 L.E.D.

 red and infrared pulsing lights
that wrap around the entire foot and ankle

Announcing The New Breakthrough Light Product
From LightWandZ™ International, Inc.Podiatric Light Therapy Boot

www.infraredtherapy.com

with 122 L.E.D.
red and infrared pulsing lights

that wrap around the entire foot and ankle

To Order, call LymphaCare:

1-800-288-1801

Available in Single & Dual Boot Systems!


